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Abstract:- As the use of digital techniques for transferring and
storing images are increasing, it leads to an major issue that
how to protect the security of images and also to reduce the
size of the images to avoid the traffic in the network. There
are various techniques which are discovered from time to time
to encrypt the images in order to make the images more
secure. In present times, the protection of multimedia data is
becoming very important. The protection improving the
efficiency of this multimedia data can be done with encryption
and compression. There are many different techniques used to
protect confidential image data from unauthorized access and
to compress the image. The classical way of transmitting
image over a bandwidth constrained insecure channel is to
first compress it and then encrypt. This report investigates the
novelty of reversing the order of compression and encryption,
without compromising either the encryption efficiency or the
information secrecy. Image encryption has to be conducted
prior to image compression in any transmission medium to
ensure secure and compact transfer of images in a network.
The proposed system is to design a pair of image encryption
and compression such that compressing encrypted images can
still be efficiently performed. A highly efficient image
Encryption-Then-Compression (ETC) system is designed. In
ETC System the image is encrypted and then compressed
before transmission and then after performing it, the image
becomes secured and reduced in size. The encryption scheme
used is the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) which
increases the security level and prevent the attack of the
encrypted image. The compression technique used is 2D Haar
Wavelet Transform for increasing the efficiency and to attain
high compression ratio.

I.INTRODUCTION
With the ever-increasing growth of multimedia
applications, security is an important
issue in
communication and storage of images, and encryption is
one the ways to ensure security. Image encryption
techniques try to convert original image to another image
that is hard to understand, to keep the image confidential

II.EXISTING SYSTEM
Compression-Then-Encryption (CTE) paradigm meets the
requirements in many secure transmission scenarios, the
order of applying the compression and encryption needs to
be reversed in some other situations. As the content owner,
is always interested in protecting the privacy of the image
data through encryption. Nevertheless, they have no
incentive to compress the data, and hence, will not use the
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between users, in other word, it is essential that nobody
could get to know the content without a key for decryption.
Nowadays when more and more sensitive information is
stored on computers and transmitted over the Internet, it
needs to ensure information security and safety. Image is
also an important part of the information .Therefore it’s
very important to protect the image from unauthorized
access and also make the image to be secured during the
transmission in the open network[18]. Encryption is a very
common technique for promoting the image security.
Image encryption, video encryption, chaos based
encryption have applications in many fields including the
internet communication, multimedia systems, medical
imaging, Tele-medicine and military Communication, etc.
The evolution of encryption is moving towards a future of
endless possibilities. Everyday new methods of encryption
techniques are discovered.Image Encryption is a wide area
of research. Encryption basically deals with converting data
or information from its original form to some other form
that hides the information in it. The protection of image
data from unauthorized access is important. Encryption is
employed to increase the data security. With the advent of
multimedia, the necessity for the storage of large numbers
of high quality images is increasing. One obstacle that has
to be overcome is the large size of image
files. For example, a single 800- by 600-pixel true-color
image requires three bytes per pixel, plus a header, which
amounts to over 1.37 Mb of disk space, thus almost filling
a 1.4Mb high-density diskette. Clearly, some form of
compression[11] is necessary. As well as saving storage
space, compressed files take less time to transmit via
modem, so money can be saved on both counts. The choice
of compression algorithm involves several conflicting
considerations. These include degree of compression
required,
and
the
speed
of
operation.
limited computational resources to run a compression
algorithm before encrypting the data[1]. It is especially true
when they uses a resource-deprived mobile device. In
contrast, the channel provider has an overriding interest in
compressing all the network traffic so as to maximize the
network utilization. It is therefore much desired if the
compression task can be delegated by Channel provider,
who typically has abundant computational resources.
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III.PROPOSED SYSTEM
Image encryption basically deals with converting data or
information from its original form to some other form that
hides the information in it[15]. The protection of image
data from unauthorized access is important. Encryption is
employed to increase the data security. The Encrypted
Image is secure from any kind cryptanalysis. This system is
the ETC(Encryption Then compression)[1].
INPUT IMAGE
ENCRYPTION (DWT)
(ENCRYPTED IMAGE)
COMPRESSION (2D Haar Wavelet Transform)

follows, Input: Target Image to be encrypted and the
stream RC4 Key values. Output : Encrypted Image Begin
Step 1: Read the image header, save the height of the image
in variable height & the width in variable width and save
the body image in an array image body .Step 2: Obtain how
many blocks exist in an image row and how many ones in
the column, by dividing the width and height of the image
by N, where N is equal to 8 (the required block
size).NoRowB = Image Height / N; NoColB = Image
Width / N; Step 3: For all blocks in the image perform the
following: Get_block (row_no, col_no)Perform a DWT on
the block and save the resulted coefficients in an array.
Round the selected coefficients, convert the selected
coefficients to 11 bits. Encrypt the selected coefficients by
XORing the generated bit stream from the RC4 +
coefficient bits, the sign bit of the selected coefficients will
not be encrypted. End
B.COMPRESSION ALGORITHM (2D HAAR WAVELET
TRANSFORMATION)

(COMPRESSED IMAGE)
Fig. 1. The ETC System

A. ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM (DWT)
DWT separates the high and low-frequency
portions of a signal through the use of filters. This is
another frequency domain in which watermarking can be
implemented. DCT [7] is calculated on blocks of
independent pixels, a coding error causes discontinuity
between blocks resulting in annoying blocking artefact.
This drawback of DCT is eliminated using DWT. DWT
applies on entire image [19]. DWT offers better energy
compaction than DCT.The algorithm to encrypt image is as

Wavelets are a set of non-linear bases. When
projecting (or approximating) a function in terms of
wavelets, the wavelet basis functions is chosen according
to the function being approximated.Hence,unlike families
of linear bases where the same, static set of basis functions
are used for every input function, wavelets. To calculate the
Haar transform of an array of n samples, Treat the array
as n/2 pairs called (a, b),Calculate (a + b) / sqrt(2) for each
pair, these values will be the first half of the output array.,
Calculate (a - b) / sqrt(2) for each pair, these values will be
the second half..The 1D Haar Transform can be easily
extended to 2D. In the 2D case, it operate on an input
matrix instead of an input vector. To transform the input
matrix, first apply the 1D Haar transform on each row[13].
The resultant matrix, and then apply the 1D Haar
transform on each column. This gives
the final
transformed matrix. The 2D Haar transform is used
extensively
in
image
compression.
IV.EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

Wavelets are mathematical functions that cut up data into
different frequency components. Wavelet algorithms
process data at different scales or resolutions. The wavelet
transform carries out a special form of analysis by shifting
the original signal from the time domain into the time–
frequency, or, in this context, time–scale domain. The idea
behind the wavelet transform is the definition of a set of
basis functions that allow an efficient, informative and
useful representation of signals[20]. The Haar wavelet
transform for image compression in Matlab. In Matlab, the
forward and inverse transformation ran as desired and was
tested for several different test images. Two different
forward transformations were tested in Mat lab the original
matrix representation of the transformation and its inverse,
and the forward transformation as represented by filter
operations on the rows and columns[12]. Two examples
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tested are shown above, with the original image on the top
and the transformed image on the bottom.
The data set of 5 different images are subjected to the
encryption and the compression which results in the
variation in the size of the image after the compression thus
increasing the compression ratio and also the results depict
that the elapsed time increases with the increase in the
image size. The encrypted image depicts that it is highly
secured and can be protected from the attackers, the
compression is followed by encryption, where the
encrypted image is compared with two algorithm such as
Arithmetic Block Truncation Coding [21] and 2D Haar
wavelet Transform, in which the 2 D Haar Wavelet
Transform gives better results.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig.2. The original image (a) and the encrypted image(b) and the compressed image(c)

Table.1.Results of ETC-System using DWT and 2D Haar Wavelet Transform
Original
Size
(KB)

Encrypted
Image
Size
(KB)

Compressed
Image
Size
(KB)

Compression
Ratio

Space
saving

8.77

12.6

7.27

1.77

0.4230

14.8

31.4

18.2

1.72

0.4203

21.4

71.6

40

1.79

0.4413

33.9

61.6

42.8

1.43

0.3051

67.5

149

102

1.46

0.3143

Table.2.Results of ETC-System using DWT and Block Truncation Coding
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Original
Size (KB)

Encrypted
Image Size
(KB)

Compressed
Image
Size
(KB)

Compression
Ratio

8.77

12.6

10

1.26

0.2063

14.8

31.4

25.7

1.22

0.1815

21.4

71.6

1.18

0.1564

33.9

61.6

50.8

1.21

0.1779

67.5

149

121

1.23

0.1879

60.4
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Fig. 3. Bar chart of 2 D haar Wavelet Transform

The Figure 3 and Figure 4 depicts that the
compression ratio and the space savings are relatively high
for the 2D Haar Wavelet Transformwhen compared to the
Arithmetic Block Truncation Encoding[22].
V.CONCLUSION
In this internet world nowadays, the security of
images is very important. The security for the digital
images has become highly important since the
communication by transmitting of digital products over the
open network occur very frequently. Various techniques
are useful for real-time encryption and compression of the
images. Each technique is unique in its own way, which
might be suitable for different applications. Thus the
efficient image Encryption-then-Compression (ETC)
system is designed. Within the proposed framework, the
image encryption has been achieved via DWT. The highly

Fig.4. Bar chart of Block Truncation

efficient compression of the encrypted data has then been
performed by the 2-Dimensional Haar wavelet
transformation. The original image which is subjected to
wavelet transform decomposes a signal into a set of basis
functions.
These
basis
functions
are
called
wavelets.Wavelets are obtained from a single prototype
wavelet y(t) called mother wavelet by dilations and
shifting.

Two decompositions (i.e., correspond to different
basis functions) which are standard decomposition andnonstandard decomposition.The DWT thus provides security to
the image and prevents the cipher text attack in the network
and the 2D-Haar Wavelet Transform which improves the
efficiency during the compression of the encrypted images.
Thus ,we achieved smaller file sizes for the transformed
images when compared to file sizes of the original images.
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